Richard Cooper, the elder

Richard Cooper (Q16859271). From Wikidata. Jump to navigation Jump to search. British engraver (1701-1764). Richard Cooper I. Richard, I Cooper. edit. Language. Richard Cooper Official, Nottingham, United Kingdom. 3,306 likes · 5 talking about this. Richard Cooper Official page All the latest news and updates... See more of Richard Cooper Official... In. or. Create New Account. See more of Richard Cooper Official on Facebook. Log In. Forgot account? Richard Cooper the elder (63 years old) (1701â“1764) was an English engraver who for most of his career worked in Edinburgh. When is Richard Cooper the elder's birthday? Richard Cooper the elder was born on the 1st of January 1701, which was a Saturday. Richard Cooper the elder will be turning 64 in only 127 days from today. How old is Richard Cooper the elder? When Richard Cooper the elder was 63 years old. What is Richard Cooper the elder's zodiac sign? Richard Cooper the elder's zodiac sign is Capricorn. Is Richard Cooper the elder still alive? N Richard N. Cooper Wiki 2018, Height, Age, Net Worth 2018, Weight, ... and details about Richard N. Cooper on wikiFame.org. Richard Newell Cooper is an American economist, policy adviser, and academic. When was Richard N. Cooper born? 14 June 1934. How old is Richard N. Cooper in 2018? 84 years. Zodiac sign: Gemini. Richard N. Cooper facts. Cooper graduated from Oberlin College in 1956 and received a master's degree in economics from the London School of Economics and Political Science as a Marshall Scholar in 1958. He received his Ph. D. from Harvard... Cooper was an assistant professor at Yale University from 1963 to 1966 and was Frank Altschul Professor of International Economics from 1966...